**Shiva Foundation**

**Member of the Advisory Board for an Exciting Youth Awareness Campaign on Human Trafficking & Modern Slavery**

**Role Description**

**Background**

As a successfully growing business, Shiva Hotels launched a foundation in 2012 with the purpose of contributing to the fight against the horrific industry that is human trafficking.

*Shiva Foundation* is a corporate foundation dedicated to using its resources, skills and networks to support the movement to end human trafficking and slavery. We feel strongly that there needs to be a collaborative approach in place that engages a large section of society in order to make systemic change.

As part of Shiva Foundation’s youth initiative, we have partnered up with *The Youth Project* to increase awareness and strengthen the level of engagement amongst young people around the issue of human trafficking and modern slavery. We believe that the empowerment of young people is a critical step forward when trying to make long-term changes. Through this initiative we hope to engage younger generations’ unique perspectives and creative ideas to turn their passion towards social issues into something tangible.

**Responsibilities**

The Youth Project is led by a group of 16-18 year olds who are looking to expand their projects globally. Currently, they are seeking to pursue an ambitious awareness raising campaign in the UK around human trafficking and modern slavery. They are working collaboratively with Shiva Foundation on this project.

The project management team is seeking to recruit a board of advisors in order to guide them on creating the project proposal, managing the organisational details of the project and ensuring that they reach their project objectives.

We welcome applicants with at least 2 years work experience in one or more of the following areas:

1) Strategic planning  
2) Implementation of awareness raising campaigns  
3) Marketing and communications  
4) Public relations management  
5) Working with young people  
6) Finance / fundraising

Ideally, applicants will have a wealth of experience and will bring with them a passion for social change and a desire to work for a charity. Applicants should have a good understanding of how professional organisations function and be determined to share their expertise and values with the team.
Specifications

- Extensive knowledge of working within one or more the specified fields
- Good communication skills and a desire to challenge constructively
- Strong analytical skills, independent judgement and decision making
- An appreciation of working with young people
- Leadership skills
- Strategic vision
- A commitment to the Youth Project and Shiva Foundation’s values and objectives

We are looking for someone who can commit to 8 hours a month to begin with for a period of at least a year.

To apply, please send your CV and a short expression of interest within the body of your email to info@shivafoundation.org.uk.

Telephone interviews will take place on a rolling basis until the positions are filled.

Please contact info@shivafoundation.org.uk if you have any questions.